DNA sequence analysis of HPRT- mutants induced in human lymphoblastoid cells adapted to ionizing radiation.
Radioadaptation to the mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation by pre-exposure of human cells to a low dose has been shown to decrease the proportion of HPRT- mutants of the deletion type. To determine whether point mutations would be affected by the adaptive treatment, the molecular nature of mutations induced after exposure to low, high or low plus high doses was established. DNA sequencing of 38 point mutants which still expressed mRNA was performed using reverse transcription/polymerase chain reaction amplification. Under all conditions, base substitutions were the most common mutational event (range 72-80%), the remainder being frameshift and small deletions. The types and proportions of base changes did not appear to be differentially modified. A clustering of mutations was observed in exon 8, independently of the radiation protocol. About 40% of the mutants exhibited incorrect splicing of mRNA. The lack of striking modifications between the different molecular spectra of point mutations suggests that the low-dose pre-exposure does not affect the production and/or the processing of lesions leading to point mutations. Thus the highly significant effect triggered by the low dose is the preferential reduction of deletion-type mutations. In view of the actual small data set, definitive conclusions will be drawn only when our observations are confirmed or can be generalized to human endogenous loci other than the HPRT locus, which is particularly prone to the recovery of deletion-type mutations.